In multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems, the use of lattice reduction methods, significantly improves the performance of suboptimal algorithms. Taking advantage of the temporal correlation of a Rayleigh fading wireless MIMO channel, a new method is proposed to reduce the complexity of lattice reduction methods by adaptively updating the reduced lattice basis. The proposed method achieves the same error performance as the original lattice reduction method, but significantly reduces the complexity of lattice reduction algorithms. The proposed method can be used with any lattice reduction algorithm and in any MIMO scenario that requires lattice reduction, such as MIMO detection, and broadcast cases.
Introduction
In recent years, the use of multiple antenna for communication over wireless fading channels has attracted a large interest. In these systems, the outputs can be described as a linear combination of the inputs corrupted by the additive noise. In point to point MIMO systems, decoding represents a challenging problem. Recently, many researchers have used some of the methods from lattice theory as solutions to this challenging problem [1] , [2] . The MIMO detection problem translates to the closest lattice point search problem (CLPS) in lattice theory. Lattice reduction methods have proved themselves to be powerful tools in solving the CLPS problem. There is no unique definition for lattice reduction, and therefore, there exist many different methods for lattice reduction. Among these, the LLL algorithm due to Lenstra, Lenstra, and Lovász, [3] is the most practical one, due to its efficiency in finding near orthogonal vectors with short norms. Generally, in most of the recent works (e.g, [4] and references therein) the complexity of using the LLL algorithm is ignored. This can be justified in situations where the channel variations are slow enough to make it possible to use the result of the LLL reduction for quite a large number of received signals. In this way, at the beginning of each frame the lattice reduction is performed on the channel, and for the rest of the frame the channel is assumed to be constant. However, in many practical situations, the channel varies through the frame, or the frame length over which the channel can be considered constant is small. In this work, the channel is not assumed to be constant throughout the frame and the channel realizations have a temporal correlation. Instead of performing lattice reduction on each channel realization, we propose a method that takes advantage of this correlation to reduce the complexity of lattice reduction. The main idea is to use the results of the previous channel realization to perform an efficient reduction of the new channel realization. The proposed adaptive method can be used along with any reduction method. This makes it a powerful tool for many problems in communication theory that use the lattice reduction algorithms over slowly varying channels.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 there is a brief overview of the channel model. Section 3 describes different MIMO detection schemes including lattice reduction aided MIMO detection. In section 4 we propose an adaptive method for updating the reduced lattice basis. Finally sections 5 and 6, contain the simulation results and the conclusions respectively.
Channel Model
In this work, we consider a Rayleigh fading channel where its power spectral density (PSD) is limited by the maximum Doppler frequency. In the Rayleigh fading model, the variation of the channel is captured by its auto correlation function (ACF) [5] . The second order statistics generally depend on the geometric properties of the area, the pace that the mobile user is moving with, and the characteristics of the antennas. A common assumption is that the propagation path consists of a two dimensional isotropic scattering, with a vertical monopole antenna at the receiver [6] . In this case, the theoretical PSD is of the form [6] S(f ) = 1
where f d is the maximum doppler frequency. The inphase and quadrature Gaussian processes (of the channel) each should have the autocorrelation sequence
in which f m = f d T is the maximum doppler frequency normalized by the sampling rate 1/T . Furthermore, in this model the in-phase and quadrature components are zero mean and independent of each other.
MIMO Detection System Model
Consider a MIMO system with M transmit and N receive antennas. If we consider
T and the N × M matrix H c , respectively as the transmitted signal, the received signal, the noise vector and the channel matrix, then one has
where the channel is assumed to be Rayleigh, and the noise is complex Gaussian. The complex input signal x c is composed of components, c c i , chosen from a Q 2 -QAM constellation with energy ρ M 1 . Using appropriate transformations, the system can be transformed to its real counterpart written as y = Hx + w (4) in which, now the components of x are chosen with uniform probability from a Q-PAM constellation, with energy ρ 2M . We can further simplify the model by mapping the PAM constellation to integers, that will result in,
in which elements of c are in {0, 1, ..., Q − 1} , κ is a constant related to the PAM constellation energy, and v is a constant vector. In the resulting model , vector c has integer elements, therefore our problem changes to detecting a lattice code word transmitted over a linear channel 1 ρ can be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) observed at any receive antenna with additive white gaussian noise [7] . The maximumliklihood(ML) solution to this problem is given by, c = arg min c∈U |y − H c| 2 (6) in which U refers to the hypercube {0, 1, ..., Q − 1} n ∈ R n , y = y − Hv, and H = κH. In wireless communications literature, the optimization problem in (6) is referred to as a constrained CLPS. Solution to this problem is vastly investigated in lattice theory (e.g., [8] , [1] , and [2] ). It is shown that for a general H, finding the optimal solution to this problem is NP-hard, and therefore, approximate methods are used to find the solution of (6) .
A low complexity approximate solution is the linear zero forcing (ZF) decoder which was first done by Babai in [9] . The solution can be written aŝ
In this way the interference is totally suppressed, but this causes the noise effect to be amplified. Using the decision feedback equalizer (DFE) can lessen this effect. DFE can be done by performing QR algorithm on H to get H = QR. Using (6) , and the QR decomposition, one can write,
where y = Q T y . Since R is upper triangular, the last symbol can be estimated asĉ n = y n /R n,n . We can then substitute the estimated value to cancel the noise interference in y n−1 . We can continue in this manner until the first symbol is detected. The solution can be written as,
This was also proposed by Babai as a solution to the problem in (6).
Lattice Reduction Aided Detection
The error performance of ZF-DFE is far from ML in high SNRs. Therefore further efforts have been done to develop methods with low computational complexity and error performance near the ML solution. If the boundaries of the search region in (6) are relaxed to be the whole cubic lattice Z m instead of U, one can employ the lattice reduction methods to improve the point found by the ZF-DFE method. In lattice reduction aided detection, the minimization (6) can be approximated aŝ c arg min
In communication theory, this relaxation of the boundaries is often referred to as lattice decoding or detection. Performing the lattice reduction on H results in B = H U
where B is the reduced basis and U is a unimodular transformation matrix.
2 Using the following reduced matrix one can equivalently solve the minimization in (13), instead of the minimization in (6), c arg min
where c = U −1 c.
Proposed Method

Method I
Here we assume that the Rayleigh fading channel is slowly varying during the transmission frame. Our method hinges on the observation that a lattice basis transformation (i.e., the unimodular matrix associated with the LLL) of the previous channel realization can still reduce the actual channel (though not in the sense of LLL) if the channel variation is slow enough. Then, applying the LLL reduction on the already reduced channel matrix should cost much less than applying the LLL on the original unreduced channel matrix. We give more details in the following. The output of the LLL algorithm is a reduced matrix and a transformations matrix. The transformation matrix is used to convert the initial channel matrix to the reduced one. This relation can be expressed as,
in which B 1 , H 1 , U 1 are the reduced matrix, the normalized channel matrix, and the unimodular transformation matrix respectively. The reduced matrix has the property that it satisfies the Lovasz and size reduction conditions [3] . Studying the Lovasz and size reduction conditions in the LLL algorithm shows that they merely depend on the Gram-Schmidt vectors of the reduced matrix. Considering a small value for f m in the MIMO fading channel model, the variations in each element of the channel will be modest through time. This can be written as,
where, H 1 and H 2 are two consecutive channel realizations and ΔH is a matrix with small elements. Considering these small changes, it seems quite reasonable to make use of the previous transformation for H 1 in computing a reduced matrix for the new channel H 2 . Using the previous transformation on the new matrix results in,
Using the fact that U 1 is a unimodular matrix,H 2 is still a basis for the space spanned by columns of H 2 . As B 1 is already LLL reduced, it satisfies all the Lovasz and size reduction conditions. If the other term in equation (16) 
In which U 2 U 1Ũ1 is the transformation matrix for reducing H 2 . Note that the proposed adaptive method of matrix reduction results in a reduced matrix which might be different from the result of applying the LLL algorithm directly on H 2 , but as both resulting matrices are LLL reduced, the error performance of the MIMO decoder is the same.
Method II
If further reduction in computational complexity is required, one can omit the part that performs the LLL reduction algorithm onH 2 , and useH 2 itself as the reduced basis for H 2 . This means that if the variations in the channel are slow enough we can use the same unimodular transformation matrix to reduce the later channel matrices, and this translates the lattice reduction algorithm to just performing a matrical multiplication. Considering that the method proposed is an approximate one, as the difference between the current channel and the reference channel, gets larger with time, the effect of basis reduction using the unimodular transformation matrix decreases with time. Therefore, it is required to update the unimodular transformation matrix after it no longer produces acceptable results. We propose to update the unimodular transformation matrix using the orthogonality defect factor defined as follows,
where b i 's are the columns of the reduced basis B.
The orthogonality defect factor is used to measure how reduced a basis is. If we denote the last time we performed LLL as the reference point, the channel at that time by H ref , and the defact factor of the output of the LLL as δ(B ref ), we can define a rule for updating the unimodular transformation matrix as follows: if
then keep the unimodular transformation matrix unchanged. Otherwise update the unimodular transformation matrix by performing the lattice reduction algorithm. In equation (19), the constant α is chosen according to f m , computational complexity constraints and the desired error performance.
Method III
It is also possible to combine Method I and Method II to get even more efficient adaptive algorithm. This means that when it is required to update the unimodular transformation matrix in Method II, we can perform it using the adaptive algorithm we proposed in Method I, i.e. at the time instant i, that it is required to update the unimodular matrix we can perform the LLL algorithm on H i U ref instead of H i . This method makes it possible to save more in computational complexity.
Simulations Results
In this section, performance and complexity of the adaptive reduction method are studied and compared with other conventional reduction methods. We consider a MIMO system with M = N transmit and receive antennas in Rayleigh fading channel. For generating the channel realizations, we used the model proposed in [10] . The motivation for this was the ability to generate the channel samples sequentially with Fig. 1 shows the bit error rate versus E b /N 0 in decibel for the case M = N = 4. In this simulation, the proposed method is used to modify the deep insertion LLL algorithm [11] . Deep insertion LLL is an improved version of LLL, which results in shorter vector. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that using the proposed method I does not degrade the error performance. For method III we can also see that the performance can be controlled using the constant α. To study the computational complexity, we compare the average number of Fig. 2 shows that we have a complexity saving for all of our adaptive methods. As we expected the larger the constant α gets, the more we save in computational complexity.
Finally for analyzing the effect of channel variations speed, the performance of deep insertion LLL for different values of f m is investigated. In Fig. 3 , for each value of f m average number of required reductions (insertions) for deep insertion LLL divided by the average number of adaptive required (insertions) reduction for deep insertion LLL is plotted. Note that, reductions and insertions are the basic basis updates used in deep insertion LLL and can be further studied in [11] .
Conclusions
In this work different methods used in MIMO detection scenario were studied. Most of the efficient decoding techniques require a preprocessing stage that involves lattice reduction. In a Rayleigh fading channel that the channel realizations are correlated in time, it was shown that, it is possible to take advantage of the temporal correlation, and reduce the complexity of the lattice reduction. Using the adaptive method improves the complexity of the lattice reduction algorithms in a Rayleigh fading channel MIMO system, without any loss in error performance. This makes the proposed algorithm practical and appealing to be used in any MIMO scenario that needs lattice reduction.
